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1ICSI: THISL progress - Dan Ellis 1999
• 23 TREC query sentences (351 wor
• Pronounced by 9 speakers (from B
• Recognized by RNN and RNN+MSG
• Pass to IR for evaluation ...
Speaker RNN WER RNN+MSG 
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2ICSI: THISL progress - Dan Ellis 1999
• Modulation-filtered spectrogram (m
- helped in BN’98 eval
- could help for TREC8 data?
fi run msg neural net for probability-co
with RNN
• Automatic wavfi msgfi lna loop
- ftp between Sheffield and ICSI
- 2.5M weight network ran in 0.3xRT
on TetraSPERT
- 900+ files (550 hours) processed in
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ResultsICSI: THISL progress - Dan Ellis 1999
• Information retrieval for nonspeech
- non-word events (laughter, shouting
- sound effects on soundtracks (engi
- ambiences
• Approach: auditory elements, learn
• Just-submitted proposal to NSF
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